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ABSTRACT
A case-report of 63-year female who developed men-

ingioma after surgery and contact cranial radiotherapy for
basal cell carcinoma (BCC) was presented. Initial symptoms
appeared in a latency period of 14 years and included mod-
erate frontal and occipital headache, nausea, speech disor-
der, gait instability, memory impairment and secondary gen-
eralized seizure. The tumor lesion visualized on the comput-
ed tomography (CT) and the medical history of previous
cancer disease led initially our thinking to the diagnosis of
cerebral metastasis. Histological verification confirmed an-
aplastic meningioma. Long-term follow-up of clinical, CT and
electrophysiological findings corresponded with the recur-
rent course of the disease 10 months after gross-total tumor
extirpation. Stable course of the disease was established
since second operation until now.

Review of the literature concerning incidence and dif-
ferential diagnosis of post-radiation brain tumors was done.
The prior cranial irradiation as a possible risk factor for men-
ingioma development was discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Current epidemiological data suggest that brain tu-

mors development could be associated with genetic predis-
position or different environmental factors such as radia-
tion, viral infections, head trauma and exposure to various
chemical carcinogens (2, 4, 6, 12). Nevertheless the cause
of primary brain neoplasms is still unknown the prior crani-
al irradiation is the most well established risk factor for brain
tumors (2, 7, 9). The ionizing radiation given in therapeutic
doses in patients with skin cancer as well as radiotherapy
of solid tumors and leukemia are supposed to increase the
risk of brain gliomas, meningiomas and sarcomas (1, 3, 8, 9,
10, 11, 14).

CASE - REPORT
We report a female who at the age of fifty was admit-

ted to Neurology department of Varna University hospital
suffering from moderate frontal and occipital headache, gate
instability, nausea, speech disturbance, memory impairment,
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left limbs weakness and generalized seizure (3 in last two
years). Neurological examination showed left facial palsy,
slight pyramidal signs in left limbs, left superficial sensory
loss and left hemianopsia. Medical history and documenta-
tion confirmed that the patient, at the age of 36 received
after surgery a contact cranial radiotherapy (8000 R) for BCC
on her nose. Electroencephalography (EEG) demonstrated
pathological focus of abnormal activity in right temporal re-
gion. Mini Mental State Examination was 27 points. The CT-
scan of the brain showed a large hyperdense mass in right
occipital region with surrounding edema (fig. 1). A diagnosis
of cerebral metastasis was made. The results of chest, ab-
dominal and pelvic bones X-rays and abdominal ultrasound
were normal, except data for miomatous uterus. Regardless
the intravenous corticosteroid administration the symptoms
of raising intracranial hypertension developed and a gross
total extirpation of the occipital tumor was performed
urgently. Histological verification confirmed anaplastic men-
ingioma. Next months the patient remained well and post-
operative CT and EEG demonstrated no tumor development
(fig. 2). One year later a large (4x4 cm) contrast enhancing
tumor in the right parieto-occipital region was visualized on
the control brain CT (fig. 3). Total extirpation of the recur-
rent tumor mass was performed again. The clinical, radio-
logical and electrophysiological follow-up after second op-
eration corresponded with the stable course of the disease
until now.

DISCUSSION
Intracranial meningiomas are one of the most com-

mon primary tumors of the brain (2, 5). Genetic and differ-
ent physical, chemical and biological environmental factors
are supposed to play role in their development (2, 4, 5, 6, 7,
12). Apart from genetic predisposition ionizing radiation is
considered to be the only well-established risk factor for
brain neoplasms.

Review of literature provides evidences that patients,
who have undergone cranial irradiation for skin disorders
or radiotherapy for cancer and leukemia show high risk for
cerebral astrocytomas, meningiomas and sarcomas (1, 3, 8,
9, 10, 11, 14). Reports of survivors of the atomic bomb in
Hiroshima who have proportional to their level of exposure
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increased risk of meningiomas support this possible link
(13). Current studies also discus the involvement of radiof-
requency signals or extremely low frequency magnetic fields
in malignant cell transformation (5, 7, 12).

Base on these data our case report presents an in-
terest as an example of brain meningioma developed 14
years after contact cranial irradiation for nasal skin cancer.
Although the cause of the brain tumor remains unclear the
prior contact radiotherapy in therapeutic dose 8000 R may
contribute to its appearance. The medical history of
previous cancer disease and CT findings led initially our
thinking to the diagnosis of cerebral metastasis. Although
the histological results confirmed malignant meningioma the
description of our case focuses attention on the differen-
tial diagnosis with other histological types of radiation-
induced brain tumors. Astrocytomas, sarcomas, primary
lymphoma or meningioma associated with neurofibromato-
sis type 2 need to be discussed.

Reports of radiation-induced brain tumors as a late-
on complication in patients with leukemia or skin cancer
need to be cautiously interpreted, although prior cranial ir-
radiation is the only well-established risk factor for intrac-
ranial neoplasms. In our case meningioma originated in pre-
viously irradiated area and a latency period of 14 years in
accordance with the findings of previous reports (3, 8, 9,
11). This fact demonstrates a possible causative relation be-
tween ionizing radiation and tumor development.

We suggest that our case of a recurrent anaplastic
meningioma after cranial irradiation for BCC provokes an
important diagnostic challenge às the development of neo-
plasms subsequent to therapeutic cranial irradiation is a rare
but serious and sometimes potentially fatal complication.
Further experimental and epidemiological research into ge-
netic and environmental risk factors may throw additional
light on understanding etiology and pathogenesis of brain
tumors.

EEG and CT-scan follow-up of 63-year female (N.K.P.) with radiation-induced recurrent anaplastic meningioma.

Fig. 1. Initial EEG and CT-scan (hyperdense tumor mass in right occipital region).

Fig. 2. EEG and CT-scan (postoperative cyst in right occipital region) 2 months after operation.
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Fig. 3. EEG and CT-scan (recurrent tumor mass in right occipital region) 10 months later.


